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INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION

STATEMENT IN THE MATTER OF: Operation Galley
PLACE:

Sydney

NAME:

Meryl Bishop

ADDRESS:

Known to the ICAC

OCCUPATION:

Director Environment and Planning, Georges River
Council

TELEPHONE NO: Known to the ICACS
DATE:

1 November 2021
States: -

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence which I would be
prepared, if necessary, to give in Court as a witness. The statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief, and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution ifl have wilfully stated in it anything which
I know to be false or do not believe to be true.
2. I am 58 years of age.
3. On 22 June 2021 I participated in an electronically recorded interview with Senior
and Principal Officer,

Corruption Prevention Officer,

at Hall & Willcox located at 347 Kent Street, Sydney. During that interview
I was shown and referred to several documents. This statement was drafted from
the digital recording and transcripts of that interview. I have been given the
opportunity to read the draft statement and make any necessary amendments prior
to signing this document.
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Background

4.

I have worked in planning for 30 years at several different councils. I am
currently the Director Environment and Planning at Georges River Council and I
have held this role since October 2016.

5. As the Director Environment and Planning my responsibilities include regulatory
services, building certification, development assessment, strategic planning,
environment planning, waste services and being part of the executive team
addressing matters relating to the management of Council.
6. When I joined Georges River Council I considered that there were three key
issues to address these were development application assessment times, improving
customer service and consistency in our approach to planning and development
matters - in particular strategic planning,.
7. When I commenced at council there were seven planning proposals, which had
stalled. The key planning proposal included the
•

53-75 Forest Road, 108 Durham Street and 9 Roberts Lane Hurstville
- Landmark Square site

•

37-41 Treacy St Hurstville - Council carpark,

•

108, 112 124 Forest Road Hurstville, 1 and 3 Wright Street - a Bing
Lee site

•

9 Gloucester Road Hurstville

I sought to progress these planning proposals.
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8. When I joined council, Ms Gail Connolly, the General Manager of Georges River
Council, initiated the development of an Urban Design Strategy for the Hurstville
Town Centre. This strategy examined the heights and floor space ratios (FSR)
within the Hurstville town centre to provide a strategic and consistent focus for
council to assess planning proposals. At this time Georges River Council
commenced an Employment Lands Study. The purpose of this study was to
provide a strategic direction on industrial zoned lands. The purpose of the study
was to ensure that the LGA has sufficient employment land to meet our jobs
target, address the service needs of the residential/business community and to
minimise the loss of industrial zoned to business or residential uses. The
Landmark Square site was not included in the study as the former Hurstville
Council resolved on 20 April 2016 to rezone the land from Light Industrial IN2 to
B4 mixed use zone.

Councillor Hindi and Councillor Badalati's interest in Landmark Square
9. Councillors Con Hindi and Vince Badalati have never tried to influence me.
10. It was evident to me that Councillors Con Hindi and Vince Badalati were greatly
interested in the Landmark Square site. Their interest in Landmark Square
appeared to be beyond their level of interest in any other planning proposals that
we were assessing. This was evident in their understanding of the planning
proposal, awareness of the details of the proposed development and issues that the
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applicant was required to address to enable the assessment of the planning
proposal to progress.
11. The meeting notes taken by the Strategic Planning staff of the Council workshops
dated 9 April 2018 and 12 June 2018 indicate the Councillors' knowledge of the
Landmark Square proposal, the questions and comparison of the planning
proposal with other planning proposals such a 9 Gloucester Road and the Bing
Lee site and the types of issues/ questions asked about the proposal.
12. At workshops, Councillor Hindi often questions me on issues relating to a
development or a planning proposal - this often relates to questioning the controls
or the staff and I not been consistent in dealing with development or rezoning
matters.
13. Issues raised at a Councillor Workshop or by a Councillor are noted and the staff
aim to address it in a council report or in future council workshops. This approach
is applied to ensure that the many issues the Councillors raise in workshops or at
Committee meetings are addressed and responded to.
14. In workshops or at Committee meetings Councillor Badalati and Councillor Hindi
would often compare the Landmark Square site to other sites such as 9 Gloucester
Road and the Bing Lee site at 124 Forest Road. They would often state that the
Strategic Planning staff and I were not treating Landmark Square the same as
other sites and that we were too hard on Landmark Square and not being
consistent. The design of the Landmark Square site, which included the density,
setbacks , open space areas and heights was done in consultation with the
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applicant and the staff of the Strategic Planning Department. For example, we
required a design interface between the higher density development proposed for
the site and the adjoining lower density development along Roberts Lane. The
approach taken with the Landmark Square site planning proposal was consistent
with the approach the staff take with other planning proposals in the local
government area.
15. The level of questioning by Councillors i-Iindi and Badalati appeared to be
exaggerated for the Landmark Square site. This was evident in presentations such
as Councillor briefings held in April 2018 and June 2018.
16. Ms Elaine Tang worked for Gencorp (the builder of Landmark Square). She was
often hostile in our meetings and this made it difficult to progress the planning
proposal. I felt as if she was obstructing us from moving the planning proposal
and Development Control Plan (DCP) forward for no great reason. I think that Ms
Tang was passing this information on to Councillors Hindi and Badalati because
they would bring a matter up discussed in a meeting with the applicant at
councillor workshops and state that we were being too tough and ask why certain
analysis was occurring or issues were required to be addressed. While I cannot
recall the exact examples - the issues tended to relate to questioning design
elements required in the DCP or the requirement of additional traffic assessments.
17. I can recall in late 2018 Ms Tang was no longer involved in the development and
Adrian Liaw and Greg Hynd became the project managers. From that point on, it
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was a robust process in relation to getting the DCP and planning proposal back to
council for adoption, it was much more professional.
18. Ideally when we assess planning proposals, the planning proposal, DCP (which
controls things like setbacks, car parking and open space), and Voluntary Planning
Agreement (VP A) will be considered together before gazettal of the LEP occurs.
However, when I started at council we were at different stages with some of the
planning proposals. For example, for Landmark Square, there were different
timings between the planning proposal, DCP and VP A. The DCP was running
behind and we wanted to exhibit the planning proposal and the DCP together. The
exhibition of the planning proposal and the DCP together provided the community
with an understanding of the controls that were proposed to guide the design, built
form and operational outcomes of the development - such as setbacks, the amo~nt
of open space, access points in the site and fa9ade treatments.
19. Discussion between the staff and the applicant occurred on a number of occasions
to get the DCP correct. Examples of the areas of consideration included how open
space worked, how the separation between the buildings worked, the fa9ade
treatment and the podium levels. So we got the overall FSR and the heights
correct, but we needed to get the details correct.
I attach an email from Catherine McMahon, dated 31 Aug 2018, recording
minutes from a meeting between myself, Ms McMahon, Cir Hindi and Cir
Badalati, Annexure 1
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20. The staff of the Strategic Planning team were trying to get the DCP to a workable
and appropriate level to exhibit, but we were having trouble finalising it with the
applicant. Councillor Hindi telephoned me around the last week of August 2018
requesting a meeting in person to discuss the planning proposal for the Landmark
Square site.
21. The purpose of the meeting was to establish was it possible for the staff to put the
planning proposal on exhibition without the DCP. I assume that the Councillors
were asking for this to occur in order not to delay the planning proposal and to
progress finalising the rezoning of the land.
22. It was unusual for the councillors to request .a meeting with the Cathy McMahon
or I to discuss the process of a planning proposal at this level of detail. In this
meeting, Councillors Hindi and Badalati were requesting that the staff get the
planning proposal on exhibition as soon as practical.
23. The Strategic Planning Department were able to exhibit both the planning
proposal and DCP together in late 2018. If there had been a greater delay in the
preparation of the DCP, I might have recommended that the DCP and planning
proposal be exhibited separately like the Bing Lee site. This was not my
preference
24. During my time at Georges River Council, Councillor Hindi has only asked for a
separate meeting about one other planning proposal, which was 9 Gloucester Road
and that was about the proposed building heights and he considered that lower
heights on the side boundaries should be considered to ensure an appropriate
ive
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transition to the surrounding built form. Other discussions on planning proposals
been done in more of an open forum such as workshops.
25. When I speak with Councillor Hindi on development matters, I make sure that this
interaction is recorded in a file note or by including this information in the next
workshop or report so that it is clear that he has not influenced me or influenced
an outcome.
26. On 25 February 2019 there was an informal discussion between Councillor Hindi
and Councillor Badalati with Catherine McMahon prior to a formal council
meeting. I heard part of the conversation between Cathy and the Councillors. The
Landmark planning proposal and DCP had been on exhibition in late 2018 and
Councillors Hindi and Badalati were asking when it was going to be reported back
to Council. I recall Cl Badalati asking 'When was council going to adopt it?' I
recall Ms McMahon saying 'Well we can't report it back because there were
significant issues raised during the exhibition process on traffic.' We needed to do
more work on the traffic matters and resolve the traffic issues before we put it
back to council. The two Councillors were asking was the traffic analysis
necessary before it could be submitted to Council for consideration.

I produce a me note from myself to Ms Jenny Ware recording a conversation
with Adrian Liaw, 4 August 2020, Annexure 2
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27. This file note was written by myself and then typed up by Leanne Allen
(Executive Assistant to the Director of Environment and Planning). The meeting
between Mr Adrian Liaw (Aoyuan Group) and I was held around July 2018 to
discuss the development of Landmark Square- in particular the content and
provisions of the DCP. This file note was not based on any notes at the time and
was prepared after the event occurred in 2020 at the request of Ms Gail Connolly.
Ms Connolly asked for the preparation of the file note as she was aware of the
meeting and my discussions with Mr Liaw. I advised her of the meeting and the
discussions following the event in July 2018.
28. Adrian Liaw and I left the main meeting and were in the corridor at the Civic
Centre and I asked Mr Liaw whether, given Councillor Hindi and Councillor
Badalati' s interest in the site, they were "awaiting something" when the rezoning
of the site occurred. Mr Liaw "ever so slightly nodded his head". I told Ms Gail
Connolly about this conversation just after the meeting (July 2018), but I did not
document the meeting at the time as it slipped my mind.
29. The councillors' keen interest in the Landmark Square proposal gave me the
impression that they had some kind of interest in the proposal. The councillors
would question the reasons we were asking for additional information from the
applicant or undertaking additional assessment, which they felt was holding up the
progress of the planning proposal and the gazettal of the rezoning of the land.
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I attach an email containing file notes prepared by Ms Catherine McMahon to
Ms Lisa Temuchin, l May 2019, Annexure 3

30. For the 31 August 2018 meeting Councillor Hindi telephoned me to arrange a
meeting (see Annexure 3). These file notes were prepared because Ms Lisa
Temuchin (Governance Officer at Georges River Council) requested that Ms
Catherine McMahon prepare the file notes.
31. At Councillor workshops and when meeting with Councillors it is practice for the
staff from the Strategic Planning Department to take detailed notes in order to
record the issues raised and to allow the team to investigate the matters further and
discuss these at a future workshop or within a report to Council. Notes were taken
at the meeting with Councillors Hi_ndi and Badalati on the 31 August 2018.
However, it was unusual that the Councillor Hindi telephoned me to discuss the
development and ask for a special meeting. No other councillor has telephoned me
to discuss the development and councillors have plenty of opportunity to talk to
the staff and I in workshops.
32. Councillors can contact Catherine McMahon, Manager Strategic Planning, but
Councillors know that they are not to speak to staff below that level.
33. An informal conversation occurred on 25 February 2019 between Cathy
McMahon, Councillor Hindi, Councillor Badalati and myself (see Annexure 3).
Ms Nerida Stores was the VPA officer assigned to the matter and she was
following the process that we had put in place for VP As, which can be a long and
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lengthy process. When Councillor Badalati requested that the VP A officer be
removed from Landmark Square, Catherine McMahon advised Councillor
Badalati and Councillor Hindi that Ms Stores was the best person to deal with the
matter. I do not know why Councillor Badalati wanted Ms Stores removed from
the VP A, perhaps he felt it would have been done quicker if I was handling it.
Councillor Badalati may not have remembered that all VP As are prepared in
accordance with Council's 2016 VPA Policy.

The VP A process

34. When an applicant approaches council to rezone land they are given a copy of
Council's VPA policy and Ms Stores discusses the VPA process with them. Then
the VP A is reported to the Council, which covers the analysis of the development,
what the value uplift is, and what the benefits are to be delivered as the result of
that VP A. It is very clear in the VP A Policy on the criteria guiding the VP A
contributions calculations and the process to be followed in relation to getting the
VP A determined and executed.
35. The VPA goes to the elected body once the staff are satisfied with the planning
proposal and the VP A offer is considered acceptable - based on the provisions of
the VPA Policy. The Council determines whether the VP A proceeds or not. The
planning proposal and VP A run concurrently but are assessed and determined
separately by the Council.
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36. The Council's VPA policy came into place in August 2016, it provided us with a
strong and consistent framework in how we apply VP As. The VP A policy has a
clause that allows for a value capture mechanism based on site specific
circumstance, which ensures a transparent and consistent process for negotiating a
VP A. The VP A policy contains a formula to calculate the monetary contributions
for the VP A, which is based on value capture/land value increases that occur on
land resulting from an amendment to the planning controls. The Policy contains
standard residual land value rates for several centres in the local government area.
However, the Policy allows the developer to provide evidence and documentation
on the costs and valuations of a site/ development in order for a site specific
residual land value rate to be established. The rate is used to calculate the VP A
contributions for the site.
37. The VPA procedures undertaken by the Strategic Planning staff involve engaging
lawyers such as Lindsay Taylor Lawyers and economists such as Hill PDA or
SGS Economics to assist us in reviewing the viability of the development, review
the VP A offer and review the legal elements of the VP A agreement. It is
expensive but means that there is a fair outcome for both the applicant and
council.
38. We have had our VPA policy audited a couple of years ago. This was useful in
that the audit reviewed the Policy and the Council's processes in relation to which
was a fair, reasonableness, consistency and transparency. The audit yielded a
number of recommendations to improve processes and procedures.
tive
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39. The Strategic Planning Department commenced a review of the 2016 VPA Policy
during 2019. The review process took a number of years and involved a number
of Councillor workshops and was reported to Council on several occasion. The
final draft Policy was reported to Council on 28 September 2020. The Council
resolved:
Review the policy with the purpose of establishing a simplified method of
valuing the properties before any uplift is considered and the valuing of
properties after an uplift is applied by identifying the current market value of
the land and its improvements versus the market value of the land and its
improvements following the development.
Consider replacing the term 'Residual Land Value' with 'Market Value of the
Development Site'.
Include a definition for the term 'Market Value' to be based on a valuation being
prepared and certified by a suitably qualified person/s.
Consider allowing Council to provide instructions as to the most suitable
method of establishing or preparing a valuation (to include comparable sales
and hypothetical residual land value).

40. Councillor Hindi and Councillor Katris both understand the elements and the
processes of development and they felt that the value capture process using the
value of the site was too complicated. They wanted to link it to market value
which is contrary to the advice we had been given by SGS Economics or Hill
PDA. Land value is typically less than market value as it looks at what the land
was purchased for rather than the value of what the development might be sold
for. If we were to just look at land value, profit still comes into it, but it is not as
high as if we are looking at market value. I assume that Councillors Katris and
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Hindi consider that if the VP A Policy is applied to the market value, the financial
uplift resulting from the rezoning and development of the land would be greater
than if the Council applied the land value increase (resulting from the rezoning). I
can only assume that the Councillors may think that applying the market value to
calculate the VP A may result in a greater/ higher VP A contribution being received
by Council.
41. The Strategic Planning Department have not yet undertaken sufficient analysis to
establish if the VP A Policy should be amended to apply the land value or the
market value in the calculation of a VP A monetary contribution.
42. With the introduction of the new 2021 practice note for planning ageements, value
capture cannot be the key component of a VP A negotiation. This will create
problems for Council staff in terms of ensuring consistency, transparency from
one site to another in negotiating and assessing the VP A offer.
43. My view is that VPAs should not be voluntary. For every rezoning there should be
a component called a planning obligation based on the British model where there
is a set formula and developer obligations should be looked at in relation to the
development, the demand, and what should be delivered.
44. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE) should provide
councils and the development sector with a methodology that everyone can apply
to ensure a consistent approach to VP As. It would be useful for DPIE to provide
guidelines to be used by the development sector and councils on matters such
processes for how VP As should be negotiated and how VP As should be reported.
ive
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45. One area of difficulty with councillors is that while council staff have the
expertise and clarity around how we have negotiated a VP A, council can just
reject or amend the VP A without any reasoning because they feel that the VP A
offer is too high or not enough.
46. DPIE do not assess VP As and maybe there needs to be a rethink about who is
doing the assessment, who is doing a determination of VP As. A suggestion may
be that the Department considers the contributions proposed by the VP A in
relation to the planning proposal and the infrastructure/ community needs arising
. from the rezoning. This may assist in creating a level of transparency and
consistency with the use of VP As. An alternate approach is the replacement of the
VP A with a planning obligation requirement and the planning proposal and
planning obligation (linked to the planning proposal) would be a package that the
determining body, the council, the department would consider in determining the
proposed rezoning.

The role of Councillors on Joint Regional Planning Panels
47. I do not think councillors should sit on Joint Regional Planning Panels (JRPPs)
and determine development applications. Councillors are not involved in the
development application that are determined by the Local Planning Panels this is a
requirement set by the Department of Industry Environment and Planning.
Councillors should have a role in setting the policy direction of council via their
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strategic planning program and should not be involved in the determination of
development application.
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Meeting with Vince Baladati and Con Hindi
Meryl Bishop and Catherine McMahon

VB
CH
MB
VB
MB

Worried about the loss of money
Worried about loss of hotel
Provided a background - PP, waiting on DCP (applicant has had since June), and
VPA.
The proponent believes they feel picked on
All exhibition material is ready
DCP may or may not go on exhibition at same time as PP.
Briefings before E&P in October 2018 on DCP
Exhibition October/November 2018
Panel meeting
We will exhibit PP and DCP separately if we have too.
Council meeting in Dec 2018
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MEMORANDUM

COUNCIL

TO:

Director Legal Services & General Counsel, Jenny Ware

FROM:

Director of Environment and Planning, Meryl Bishop

CC:

4 August 2020

DATE:
REF:

File note - Record of conversation with Adrian Liaw (Landmark Site, Forest Road
Hurstville)

SUBJECT:

Dear Jenny,
This note is a record of re collection of a conversation had with Adrian Liaw from the Aoyuan Group
regarding the Planning Proposal for the site known as Landmark in Forest Road, Hurstville. The
conversation was held towards the end of 2018.
I cannot provide details on the date or time of the meeting and who was in attendance. Therefore the
following information documents on 3 August 2020 is providing an overview of discussions.






Meeting held in Council offices on the second half of 2018.
Adrian Liaw and his team attended a meeting with myself and members of the Strategic Planning team.
The purpose of the meeting would have been to address issues relating to the preparation of the
Planning Proposal and the site specific development control plan. At the end of the meeting Adrian
Liaw and I left the room and were standing alone in the hallway outside the meeting room located in
the customer service area. A summary of the conversation is as follows;
I stated that from my understanding that Elaine Tang’s constant complaining about Council staff (I am
assuming is to Councillor Con Hindi and Vince Badalati) about the processes/issues relating to the
Planning Proposal/DCP for Landmark is delaying the progress of the project. Every time we discuss the
site at the Council workshops, the Councillors ask us to do further work /consider further issues. I am
assuming such issues/concerns have been raised by Elaine Tang.

Georges River Civic Centre Corner MacMahon and Dora Streets, Hurstville
Kogarah Library and Service Centre Kogarah Town Square , Belgrave Street, Kogarah
Phone: 9330 6400

I

Email: mail@georgesriver.nsw.gov.au

I

Postal address: PO Box 205, Hurstville NSW 1481

1

2
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I suggested that if he wanted the project to progress he may wish to talk to Elaine Tang about her
involvement in the project. I asked that one person from his company deal with Council Staff as this
reduces confusion and provides clarity to both parties.
In confidence, I also asked him were the 2 Councillors given their interest in the site “awaiting
something” when the rezoning of the site occurs.
Adrian Liaw ever so slightly nodded his head.

Regards,

Meryl Bishop
Director Environment and Planning
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Councillors Vince Baldalati and Con Hindi before the 25 February 2019 Council meeting.DOCX
(15.77 kB); File Note on conversation with Councillors Vince Baldalati and Con Hindi before the 25
February 2019 Council meeting.tr5 (560 bytes); File Note on meeting held 31 August 2018 0n
Landmark DCP with Crs Hindi and Baladati.DOCX (15.95 kB); File Note on meeting held 31 August
2018 0n Landmark DCP with Crs Hindi and Baladati.tr5 (528 bytes)
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File Note on meeting held 31 August 2018
Attendees: Cr Vince Badalati, Cr Con Hindi, Meryl Bishop & Catherine McMahon
Meeting was held in the Councillors Suite.
Both Councillors were questioning the assessment of the Planning Proposal and why we needed a DCP if
the proponent had prepared a concept MasterPlan that detailed everything.
I advised the Councillors that we needed a DCP as the proposed concept MasterPlan does not end up
being written into the LEP – only the FSR and height end up in the LEP. The only way that Council would
achieve the public benefits of the open space, pedestrian links, etc was through DCP controls.
I advised that all Planning Proposals within the Hurstville City centre had an accompanying DCP. I
pointed out the Bing Lee DCP which had been previously briefed to Councillors.
Both then requested when the Planning Proposal was going to be exhibited. Meryl advised that the DCP
amendment would need to be adopted by council for exhibition – so as soon as the proponent lodged
the required draft amendment it could be reported to council seeking a resolution to exhibit.

Catherine McMahon
Manager Strategic Planning
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File Note on conversation with Councillors Vince Baldalati and Con Hindi before the 25 February 2019
Council meeting:
Councillors Hindi and Badalati were in discussion with Meryl Bishop in the Councillors Suite at dinner
regarding the landmark site. Meryl asked me to come into the discussion to answer a question raised.
The Councillors wanted to know what was happening with the Planning Proposal and the VPA.
Cr Badalati requested that the VPA taken out of the officer dealing with it and that the GM and the
Director (being Meryl) should be handling it. I advised that the VPA was being handled by the correct
staff and that it was moving but the proponent was arguing nearly every word in the draft VPA,
including the details of the road construction relating to the road widening of Roberts lane. I advised
both Councillors that my role was to ensure that any “works in kind” complied with Council’s
requirements.
With respect to the planning proposal RMS had requested further traffic work which had to be
completed prior to the planning Proposal being considered by Council.

D19/96688
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Record of telephone conversations with Cr Con Hindi
One early 2019 regarding the amended traffic assessment required by Council Officers – this was asked
for in February 2019. Cr Hindi called to ask me to explain why we needed an amended traffic
assessment. I advised him that the majority of submissions received raised traffic as an issue and an
amended traffic assessment was required to address the concerns raised by the residents as well as
RMS. RMS on 5/2/20019 advised of issues with the traffic assessment lodged by the proponent –
including that the traffic data was dated 2014 and that the modelling used was Sidra 6 which had been
superseded. Cr Hindi thanked me for my information.
Late 2018 to confirm that the Planning proposal was being exhibited in late December 2018 – I provided
Cr Hindi with the dates.
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